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From evidence gathered from a study of the ncollected 
' .... '•. 
of Robert Frost and substantiated in part by the con-
. elusions of literary commentators of generally recognized 
. ...~.--·'II ...... •' ; ·!';_ ~! t {~~ ~ ::..:;; c --~ (: .•• ·: '-_; ·- ., -~ \. ~~ ,. - i •' ~ .. -.,_.~ j' ·:! ·, J "'':· •i' ~.' f 
standing·;·~'this 'paper'''wisheef"to demonstrate conclusively the 
1 't~ )'~ •"';l ,'- ro i' ,~· :,·~>;" • .I ;> > :"\ ~~ 1 
presence of .. the local· and universal elements in the poetry o:t 
obert Frost'; and.' .their ·intrinsic relationship to~ one another • 
. Following' the philosophic. teachings of·· Ralph. Waldo Emerson, ·· ·: 
it would discover' the universal implication and appeaL in verse 
eculiarl~:local in: subject matter and expression •. ·/. .. ·. ''" 
.o • From ,:the. publication. of; 11k Boy's Will~~: in 1913,. it will 
the· growing .recognition of. the .. geniu·s of·.Robeflt Frost. --
the voice of.New England and the.New Englander. and, 
inally, as fa poet ·.o:f universal significance interpreting all 
ife in the light of .. the experience of ·a . particular people. 
stud.y:of.selected.poems·fromFrost 1 s.complete workswill 
isalose· not. only::the :New. England country-side, ita people. and 
heir, speech, .but· also, the universality. of: an expression of: .. ' 
hought ... and.;feeling stimulated by an extremely accurate obser-
ation of. one .segment of universal -life• 'Throughout .the·::dis-
ussion it is apparent that in its,_ own good time the rugged 
ndividualism of Robert Frost has drawn the whole world to 
~oorstep. 
vi. 
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•·r . • • . . . • .. . :1. . . . . . . , . .. : 
"·'·THE LOCAL'AND'·UNIVERS.AL ELEMENTS IN THE·POETRY 
\ ~,· . ' '· -~..,, ~. ."'· ~ 
"-'!, <,'o ;..._) .,t ••.. ·A , . ....,.!:.._;., 
: . •... _..DATA, ~D :RESULTS, 
. . "".! !c~<ll I'......... '' ·- ·' . . . ~ \ ;' t" 
t .,, ~, . 
' ., . ~ ... ,,. 
',.fi,. ··.· ;' 
in the Poetry: .Q! Robert Frost .. , 
.. c ., .. ,, . ' 
u 2:~x:.:·:~"Ralph Waldo :Emerson chose 'th~ part· of the forerunner 
and inspirer,·'anci when't.he;true poet ahali 'come 'to America, it 
will be because· such a· ·one as. Erilerson has gone before him and 
prepared the Way ·fOr 'hiS' SOng, hiS ViSion, . and hiS 'reCOgnition. I 
In the very· year :that' this prophecy' was made :public', ·there· 
appeared. in Eriglanci 'a smaii 'volUme 'of' ver'se from the pen of a 
man, who,' stepping steactily 'and 'stirely 'in' the footsteps of ... 
Emerson,· had waited twenty· years for some ·sign of sympathetia; 
response 'to the vofce . of, 11A Boy t s ; Wil3I". 2 ' ;' 
r .· :.:· Imniediatelf critics ·recognized the ·lo.cal· quaiity. in his 
works~ >·Though Erigland. had been 'the first to appreci~te the · 
geriius of Robert Frost, it·. wa·s evlderit .that hie .work belonged 
to' Nevi England ~- its peop:le; its' hills·~· its homes', its speech. 
Ezra Pound 1 a· cordial introduction of the first Volume was 
.,, 
followed two years'later by,Amy Lowell's review of "North of 
:• ,. ·' 1 Stedman, Eclward ·clarence, Poets of Anierica, The ·, 
iverside Press,. Houghton Mifflin Company, Cambridge, -1913, 
~ 179 ~2-Publis?~d by:D;~vid Nutt, Lo.~dori:,*''in l9.13. 
'' ' 
February~·· 1913•<~: nAmy\Lowell·' s, appreciat~onl was,, enth~siastic •. •: 
She· discovered> in the.·poems•. ~·;,_true~·Americ:an:•note.- :}Mr •• Frost 
. 
is· only.: expatriated" in a 'physical";Sense,.l.!::. she; wrote •:.k~~ 1Living 
" I , 
in·Engl~nd',· he: is; .nevertheless, satur~t~d with New England. 
For not. only' is·his work.New, Englandrin subje~t,~·.it: is ·so.:,i~ 
technique. 1 '-!:'2:r·Willia~r- Ly~n .. Phelp_S·•f.inds Frost:. as:. :t;ypica:J..lY:\: 
New England:. as.· Whittier,} and··Percyt H·•~'·Boynton~;:tak~s::his:. o~·i. 
. " . ' ,• ' ' ·':. ' ' -, . 
attractive: way of· expressing! a·.,similar).convict~on.·•··. :';'There iS· 
a rigor in:. the •. earth north of, Boston •. :t Winter,~ is. insistent ••;; ,. It. 
. ~. 1 
frightens the· colt; who is unused .. .:to snow,::~. lets· death descend. . 
on,. the·· autumn, breaks. down, the:> birches·· w;t th~ its~ ice ,sto!1Ds, · ·;; 
overthrows .. the. walls, ~.r~lucta~tly. succU1DbS:· to,'i s~ring •• ~!f 
:Much later. ·literary"commentators;:.began-to,;appre~iate .. the 
of his poetry. 1:Foreign"'·~r.itics: gave. ~is_-,.ver.se: 
appreciative approval,, and ;.the study ·.pf,tl:lis·· poetry bec.ame:, a 
' . ' .,.· 
requirement in courses of English literature in foreign ~. 
' .. ~ .. •,' ., "",, :':·:~~>:: (:.· ~' :··~ ~~.1\'-"· ;· ·.··.·:~/' .. ·, .-·7? ··.: ·,)' ">:,..:.··; ~:~ >--~~: .. -~!·;·:·:~ -~----.-~·:~.:1 
universitie's.· America.ti students. of'literature, honor,ing_'his 
work,. published variations of the following .theme: 11.1New 
. " ' ; . ! ' - . :.. ,. . ,• ' ~ ~ . . ;{'• , " 
England~'; is. written. all th~oughrhis books.:. frpm_ ~he .. title~page 
' . ' .. :._ ' 
oC • • j· 
I' \»' 
. . :\~~ .. ,•; 'i. [5~~:~ ·i\1~t.~. ~ J ,,·of··~·~ _t 
1 Published by David Nutt, London; in the spring'of 1914 
.2 Brenner;" Rica, ~ Modern Poets:·,'··~Robert'~Frost", .. .· 
Harcourt Brace and Company, New York, 1930, · P• 11 ~·. .~ · ·.· 
3 Phelps, William Lyon, The Advance of English Poetry in 
the Twentieth Century:· 11Rober.t Froa~.;.-- Cold .Pastorali~'7: Dodd · ..
Mead ~ ~~;~~:·:· ~=~c~0~~.:/ ~~;:·;,~~~t;~~6·ra~;t·~e~~·c~~:;~ The 
Personal Equation in Literature; The University of Chicago. 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1925, p •. 43 .· 
'· .: . 
o _the. last .. line• :1. Yet1 r'as,;~Alice 'Brown says ·of,:, the. two sisters. 
- ' 
in::'The Mysteries. of • .Arult! ;·.~there· is in him :1 something that was .. 
human .before .. it:;was .NewcEngland 1 • "~~':M.A•·,H~we in· ... ~tAtla~tic 1 a 1 
. . -
Bookshelf.11 _;~'for ·January,:, :1924; ~:also:,finds .:an\· element ,that ·;is~··~·:: 
more .. than loc.alin;his works.--:.~ .. ;2. 
. . 
r:<~ ;;;,Of·:.interestJ·· ... too,, pe~haps isj_the:..::liet:: of\lhonors~\Which::-; 
.come•;.to Mr. Frost in recent years •. In a little pamphlet 
put out by Henry Holt and- Company ,·.'.I: found1•recognition tB.king' ~:; 
. . 
various: forms:·· .the acquisition of:honorary·degrees and poetic:·:: 
awards, ·the ·election.• .. to membership in: the international P. ·,E. N. 
Club; the selection,.-of his.works as a requirement:.in the. ,, ... ~ 
English teachers!.,:course• at the .Sorbonne; .. the .. association) of his 
poetry •. with ,the worka:-:of :such masters of·.English. writing -as 
Shakespeare, Milton; . .:.and:Thackeray: in the~ curriculum :of-Mont-
pellier,;and the.increasing.number~or critical articlea·dealing 
with his .... works that have appeared in· Italy. 2 ~: ,., ...... ,~, ·~·:· 
,. • ""! ; /~ 
"'' ·~·. -r~~ ··\ .~... ::. 1: :·. .; .: . : ~._' ~--;. :. ~: .. 
II. between the Local and Universal 
in .!!!!!. Poetry. 
.· ··r.-t~~ '?< ,, ,, 
·· . ·; ' . Gradually the world ayrakened. tor. the·. realization. that 
concepts or Emerson had .·found<their~ actuality irf.the .. life 
Rob~rt Frost; the philosophy of the sage of · · 
'• '1 
·.: ,· . - , ·-·"J_; . : . I' -~-:~ r·rt ~ ... '-~-~ ; - 1- · ••• :· ~ ~ ;, \,.'tf: ;·,~ -~ 
., · 1 Robbins, Phyllis, An Approach to Composition through 
Psychology, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1929, P• 137 
2 Henry Holt and··Company, ··a pamphlet entitled Robert. 
The Man and his-Work,. New York,.,l923, I>~ .6:: :- ;:: 
' ' 
... 
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Concord had_, foundca li ving.:embodiment>:.in·~~~tha:·:achievement of 
the;New -England! po.et·•: h~~The. soul· Iis,·no traveler• ~· 1 ' Travel will 
reveal :nothing: greater ;than':·one·.already.~knowa:;.: .. •·Place is nothi 
the; stern: f'acts .:of:tlife:·are .r just the same unrelenting: elem.enta 
in,Naplea as they;were at'home.~>:,;:Here:~waa ·a~poet:who had'\···.:·.· 
accepted .the. limitations of;.life and found .freedom within" ita 
boundaries;; :: ~ . 
'• 
, .~ ... ~, One critic: has characterized Frost.' a vision so: 11Unable 
to see these• upland. parishes; as :mere'. museums of· singular custom 
and. idioms; he· aavr.them instead as the stages on which as in 
any human ata~e however small' or. large,· there are transacted 
the universal :'tragedies and' co'mediea of birth, love): .workt .·hope, 
despair, death~,· 1 The.:<same: sun shiries ~upon NeV{.Hampshire as: ·· 
upon Arcadia ·or . Sicily : or Provence. or .. We a sex; :·,.the . ~am a. earth 
rolla under the feet of men. ·Suppose· Mr~·::Frost .may ·.be· imagined 
as .having though,. New England had ,a'poet,: who, in .the. Yankee 
way; was· willing'tocwork.with the tools he.had·.upon. the.· 
materials. which lay at 'hand~ n3 .. • 
Frost' a; favorite figure of apeech.o·,;:~somehow understatement .. 
seems to be the very essence ·or his' poetic creed. Pledged, as 
~ -· · .··· ; , . · ~ · ~. r-: , -· ~ "'t"" • , ;, • .
. ·.. 
1~er~~~,.:Ralph···wald~, Essays,,_ ;~lected·and· ~dited by·· 
Mary D. Jordan, Houghton Mifflin;_Qompany, The Riverside Preas, 
c.ambrid~e, . 1907,. p. 110 -· ·· , . . . · 
·.... . Emerson, .QE• ill· 11 p. 110 3 Van Doren, , Carl·, , 'The Soil of the Puritans; Robert 
Frost: t:·~Q.uinteacence .. and Subsoil,'.' The .Centuri;, ·February, ... 
1923,. P• 630 '' . , · .. ·· 
• 
he··· evidently ·is· to the recording :of. the' .truth. in' life as it· ~-· 
impresses'itself.uponhis.eye and ear, he must..write only .about 
thel.;things>that: he; knows and. feels. ~"And .. for ·him .that:·is .enough • 
. ':'I·:.believe~!.' Frost"is saying, "in what: the Greeks. called ,,. ·. "·~ ', t . .,. -. ~, ,~ 
synecdoche: ··:~:the philosophy of. the part· for· the .whole; touching 
the hem,of~the goddess• ,All that an artist needs is samples. 
Enough success. to' know what.money. is· like;· enough love to know 
Vihat>women ·are like• !;•1: ·· .. · ··'· .... ·· · .. . .: , -.. ·~· 
:._1 • 1.'('z<:' For. the .purpose of .. pointing _out: the classical. or 
humanistic· qualities .in· the works of Robert Frost,· Gorham 
Munson, on.tWO;Separate occasions, 2 has quoted thepoet 1 s 
famous line, "Something must be .. left to God.·~· To me, it might 
explain, as well,.his.evidentcontentment·with•samples of:life, 
.. 
his acceptance of.;the limitations of living, his realization of 
man's place. in the world •. A rather humorous recognition of his 
relative unimportance in God's universe,- a typical Yankee··· .. 
trait developed· .through years· of facing hard facts and;. making 
the best. of them·, vtould perh~ps_ explain his nice·. distinction ~ 
between the finite and the infinite •... Truth, he .would have, · · ·· 
and.':so'he searched where he,. an.ordinary man.'of New England~.·.· 
'1 Frost, Robert, quoted originally in "Robert Frost" in 
Fire under the Andes by Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant- and appear~ 
ing in Robe~Frost.: f! Study !!! Sensibility and. Good Sense <EI. 
Gorham B •. Vlhinson, George H. Doran Company, New York, 192.7, _ 
p. 83 . . . ' . . . ' . . . ~·: . 
•. . :. 2 Munson, '.QE.• cit.-, p. 97 •·· · 
. Munson,Gorham B., "Robert Frost and the Humanistic 
Temper", Bookman, July, 1930~ p. 420 
========~========================--======================-===-===--------~----~~~-
might':ifind. it ';.;..;. along'' narrow· country-"roads~ in' isolated homes 
on·.:~ocky hillsides ;--up'' arid down'- a land; where an inarticulate 
people talm.' as neighbors would '-to a' native eon who has come 
i ' 
and the voice to tell their story over a whole world might well 
have surprised' both the ;singer: and· the sung~·::.,,. ~-· ·.:: <: • · · 
.:cr.. For, from: the roots deeply-imbedded in the soil or· Naw·· ·. 
England'had ·come:a plant which"-was to bloom· in the freer air of 
universal ~light~·: Out of· a mass or·particulars had grown a- · 
poetry of<·general' significance J' a verse. in.· which the poet had 
found the iiniversal.·implication' in local observation and 
expression •.. , Leaning. on the facts. he had learned, through the 
unity of nature, he had demonstrated directly and simply that 
-. . ·-, ·, ~: r .: , . :, ¥., ,. 
the heart.has no boundaries • 
• c " '·~ ' ~· 
Reticent, a man of few words and many silences, yet 
bearing harci upon the physical facts of ·a world that he knew, . 
Frost 'had used •these very 'concrete elements ··or New Englandi life 
as symbols· of spiritualestimates•which neithe-r New England nor 
any other locality· could wholiy· claim.'·· 1tOne people he had chos 
to -know· well, to call them1··h1.s own;- and:· through them to portray 
all human nature."l The poet who had alwa.ye·takenhis soul 
l·christian Science Monitor, 1922 on occasion of his 
election as poet laureate by The Women's Clubs of Vermont, 
quoted in a. pamphlet, "_Robert Frost: ~ Man and his ~' 
Henry Holt and Companyi, -New York, 1923, p:-o 
6' 
c-.\' 
with~ hirzl. when he t,raveled,, like .Emerson, had found all the , 
. ."• :,J.lf:.{ .' ,,, • .1 "' >V '. 1• I ,, ; ," ; 
elements of universal life within a few hundred miles.' radius 
,L;,:.."IW ·::/ __ l;;r .. _, __ ,_"'·, .:.~-··· ~: t ... ~. '- :.'",, ~·- -:. ;:.~ 
III~· The~' .Analysis' of these Elements:. ,{.~;' 
- -
' ,. . 
local elements in his verse are those concrete facts 
"'·'< 
·of. New E~gland life which find expression in a verse which, in 
•''' ,_,.-_. <: ;· :; ; '' > ..;. ... • •• • •• '"" ~' ~ • 0 •.: : ~-
it~ musi(?,n and rhythm, is as characteristic of that rugged 
; ·.. ':· . ' ..• : >;;j4,5,.,_L .:, ',:. f . I ' ,. ;.. ~.': ···, '. ' • ' ' • "'· ' ' .. ~'·, ~ 
northern land and its people as the rock~strewn soil itself. 
*~~~;,-'t,i~., ("• ·, I .. . ' ; 
The universal element lies in the discovery of some 
'>:.;·'~ -~·-:,. :_.~ ' • ..... ' ~· ' ..,_ ·, •• , ' 
fundamental truth of living in the observation of this, 
., _; I' ' ;: ' :•': ~ ,, 
• <. • I'~, ..... 
almost seems never.to, have lived until his consciousness .is 
-~ ,, ~-
aw,akened.: by the touch of New England, the land of his 
" .v-. : "'t ::. , ~ • ; .. 
ancestors:~ . Th~ early Californian J,..ife is depicted in occas~ona 
/1 ~ ~ ~ ' 
poems.only,. ip ra.re verses ~ike a "Peck of, Gold nl and ~'Once 
' .. ·' ~ l l, it' ' 
by the Pacif1c". 2 
1 
'Frost,· Robert~ Collectecf Poems o:f' Robert Frost, .Henry 
Holt and Company, 'New York, 1930,. p. 312-
2 Jfr,ost, .. .Q.l?.• ~it., p. 314 
1 
·-~ 
<.~t· :;;:.:~<.:Almost· every generalycomment:1upontRobert Frost 1 ~· poetij'. 
includes::an adequate .. biographical sketch·::of: 1.the.::author:. . The 
facts. appearing .in the .. following:·, summary represent a composite 
of significant itemsrgleaned·;- in\the main;·,:.fr9m-.1.threet..t t•·:::::~t.· 
·. · .. ZRobert·.'Frost:was born·· in\· Sani;,Francisco':on March 26;; .1875· 
His·. father·, .William Prescott •:Frostr;·wasliaynative ~~of::Kingston, 
New .. Hampshire,, the' ninth generation·;:ofohisofamily: to.:.live· on 
New England soil•:< His·.mother,.·•of lowland;:Sc.otOhhdescent, .was 
born in Edinburgh,· so the poet is 'Of}New!:Engl~d:.stock::only · 
on ·his father• s side;.'· Amy Lowell·;. however; .:~draws an'• interesti 
though fanciful comparison between the New:Hampshire:hills. and 
the Scotch Highlands· and .. implies thatr)1;he·~·two\regions, so·· 
similar .in. geological make-up, :might,l exert>Iliket.influencea; 
upon individuals, ·native to·•.their. particularly,: rugged~ granite 
. ' 2 
v:eined .. soils •. . . ,. 
;Apparently ·William Prescott Frost·'.:was an·.:individualist. < 
for early in; life he: showed'.tendencies anti-New England in 
.. 
character~· 'He became an ardent Democrat·;·inra.rock-ribbed.'. 
Republican state. ; A~ • one time~ hi~: Oopperhea.d.\~sympathies ·were 
so. strong. that. he .. cherished the ·notion•;:o:e:: running~ ofi':\.and-::: 
' .•. .~· '} '' ' 
.. ·.· :i Lowell, ·;Amy, ... Tendenci~a~~{J1~~~:~ Amerlcan ~.,;;...;..;;.w.. 
Houghton Mifflin, . 1921, . pp. 79-86 ... . .~,,(,.,.~, ·· 
Boynton, op. cit., PP• 33-49 ·-~ · 
Brenner, op. "CC'f:., PP• 3-28,!,:/! _;.!.~ 2 -- . Lowell, .Q.E. ill• , p. 81 
' ..,_ ~ . 
' ·' 
., 
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.. , 
,,. ·, ,, 
I,. 
_ joining the Coni'ederate Army•:,: .. ,.The name that he later gave his 
,son, Robert·Lee,· is indicative ;of·:;the,strength·of. conviction 
involved':in ~these· early. principles .:k1.~> ,, f .. 
t·Perhaps this'~revolting'.spirit~ dictated, in· part,· some 
his latert.rilovements·,- ··.for.:next;·we f'indi :him, teaching.,in. a·x :.>:.' 1 
sinall Pennsylvania 'town_ where -~he.cmet and 'married Belle .Moody, 
also acteacher.•::> Shortly 'after' this, they .·emigrated to S_an 
Francisco; :where:.William'·Frost became' editor .of a- democratic· 
newspaper:.and ,took an active:::par.t( in; the':.political life' of .•.. ', !/ 
picturesque· and adventurous· city-~ , Here Robert· Frost was 
bor,h a.nd spent' the first ten years·of his life,. running'· errands, 
scampering.'. along the hilly· stireets of. the lawless city; in. and 
out. of newspaper offices;: and-:·attending ·school in' a rather 
irregular ;,fashion.- 'Strangely' enough; however,-: the• impressions 
gained in.'.these early years:,though tindou~tedly recorded iri 
memory·;· seem-never to have· been vivid' enough to demand expres..o 
. 
sion~ .for with one. or':'·two· except.iona: Robert Frost is the':poet. 
of: latter-day·· ·New ·England,:. alone~ ·.· 
In :1885 ~;.·after: the,· death'- of. his father;: he< returned 
Eastcwith:'his:mother to;sharethe home·•of:.his paternal grand~~-­
father, :an·~ overseer: in one, of the··mills ·of Lawrence, Massachu-
setts._ Here,.~.J'or the first time impressions begin to stamp 
themselves vividly upon his consciousness-- not :tmages of 
t~··;:• '1-1 ' •••• ! ~~ .. 
the mill town: with. its'· mixed populace but 'pictures of winding 
outlying villages and farmlands with the distinct New 
9;':' '., 
According,· to hie own'. statement, he··never. read. a book .. : 
through· .. nntil, he:.twaa,:f'our~een when, his favorite book. was 1~Tom 
Brown's SchooL•Days1',. :,.:~At fifteen,' the year· he began writing· 
! ' 
:verse~ ·:hia:.~ntereet~:centered,··upon cert~in favorite poets: Poe, 
Shakespeare, ,\Rossetti,; ;_Sill~ Bryant. Shelley and Keats, too,. 
' ·' " 
came .. in:for:eomel _share: of· attention •. :- .In spite. of a rather '" 
wide ~:Poetic:. background; however, Froet-"hae never used second-
, '· ~ . 
hand .. material;~·hie~ inspiration has been.drawn wholly from.life 0 
as;·he ·knowa; it ·in pastoral New England. ·For that reason, :~ · 
perhaps, a.11ove ~f':.-the ... outdoors, .. shown·· clearly. in 11 Birchesul 
often; conf'licted .. witJ:l.,,the ·progress. of.: hie early a~hooling• • ·" '·i 
tHigh·· school __ passed. :qui.ckly ~and: happily, though, for by 
this:,time,: certain,.of .:hie studies had ... begun .. to appeal to him, 
and he.··had·.found· a .. very particular friend. in the· person of a,. 
. ·~ . ' -. ~ 
fellow-pupil;:: Elinor\.Miriam White, the ·girl whom he later 
married~· .t•-It is interesting to note .that· the two. were tied 
t'or·valedictory:honore.at.graduation fromhigh school 1nl893. 
·. ~··l. 3 Meanwhile~'- in~l892;·'·he ha.d..sold his· first .poem; J'My 
ButternYi",~:-toJ!The Independe~" for:fif'teen doll~rs. At this 
initiated a;:policy. in hie writing to which.he has 
.• . ~.,·. "'~t 
;;~. "· ' } 
. ' .:~ 
<adhered;·ever' siAd·~;\irThe fsuggestfon:~of William -Hays ward, -· 
'editor ·o:f!Hthe' ·~ag~zintl, ltha t;,·~the 'YOUrig< :poet ~ charige 'his style -
was' reject''ed: 'witl]>tlianka·;>t; for··:Robertf .. Frost has always: :felt . 
'that' if. he lwere :.tcf:.·a.ti'~i:ri::a.ny:z1it'erary'' method· worthY· of .:L. ·::; 
••• • ' •"'> .,. ,>. ~;:· .... • •. • ·~,.~~--~-~ "f>~>, ,.,\···~-. "f ... ~~,.,~>~~··''"'~-r-::._:~. "'>-"·'~;.··,~ 
. :recognition', ~it. must ·'be·his· own.····•'.cw.d•.J '·· "''''' ,: 
~~ · Th~~"'same: ind.ividu~JJ·:rsm'·i the'' d.esi:re 'to be 'ari orig. inal · 
.. ' being',~ und'o~bt'edly' 'expliin~:·;hi·a~Laver~iori .t6 ·formal collcigia te 
. training 1l,:for Ji~~~~ :ratf' a;;a.:ii;rorrF. Dartmough --college ·in·. which he· 
' .. . . . . ,, 
had:·. enrolied: :tri:':s·ept'e~ber·,~~'iS93~·,~:·after. 'twc)'irionths of schooling. 
For the next. foJr yte~~Ef/ the ·:p-oet engaged in various occupation 
to. earn' alli ving, ·, at ill pursuing;' on the side' his real 
·. ' •.' ·' ,, ' 
profess1ca1L'or~writ1ng:~~-·, riur1'ng1··this'' perfod,· he began a practice 
. . , . 
0 X •, ) ''• ' "'•· o 
'1 ·· , ·' ~ _,, . ,, ~ ·., .• '""" ~ ~ . *.. 1, .. ,~, ~~' f; , ..... , ·"-1~.- ~., ..,. ~ L~ .. ;,. 1 · ., ..-• ~ , . . . ' , ,- ~ . . ·. . ' 
which he'' followed:''i'or'•'twerity'yeara·~· ,, Once a year he offered· 
his' poema:;t;o': ·-tfi~';chief•' ~ublfc'at'ionrf:ror poetry' at tlW.t time, . 
. .,·-· "·.. . ,.;"c-··:. ,· • 
and' !:o'r twehty'i years~~'t.hey:;· feceive:d: 'apparently no re~ogni t'i on~· 
r~, t:~·" :·-~hen~ 'ilt 'ia95' he'~,'~~rr'1ect~1 Elinor" Whi te• Two y'ears ·l'ater 
' . ' \ ,, 
he moved.' his·, :ramilY:1·' t'd~ Cambridge and.'' resumed. an ordered 
schoolins:~··~at1~'.Harva:td';•Y:prilnaril.y, :ror the purpose of 'study.ins· 
Latin,~ Gr~~lt>' and\ philb·~~phy'(~ . *Again';' in spite· or· the evident 
. <,' ~ '"lO .:; ,;'• ~ 0 'o ,• >~·'' ~.,~ .·.~· '.c" [•,~ '', ·~~'' ·". • > ·, .·.\··~·. _.:• li /. ~: -~· .~ •. , .: •• -~ • 0 (M 0 • 'o 0 ': ~·t, . 
enjoyment'·· and stimulus received,,' he left· after two years· to 
..... :~'' ... .,~~-:·r . . , ,_ . . ;·:,~r . \., .. · ·~ .. '·r·: ~- ~-A·· ,>t;'·"' .·, ;;._ > .... \.·' :-·-~ • ~, « • --. • •• 
of time,· he again' engaged· in~a.rious ··occupations: tramping~ 
teaching ~choolt1niakin~ elioes'i editing a weekly paper' calied 
11 The serl:tinel". 
'• ;~- ' " .:)_·. :.~·::<. ,..~t !• .. :. :: ~ '>·:~ .. '. 
Finally in''l900; his;.~bewildered. ·yet ··atiil tolerant 
11 
. ) . ~ 
:~ : 
grandfather bought ·him:.a··farm.,in Derry,~·,New·Hampahire•'· And;:.~'\ 
there·'o:he:·~aeemed'.to. find,his':own~~particular' patternJ.of ,living --
·days·· ·filled~·with· haphazard·farming::and;::the·: leisurely:. writing.··· 
of':.verae• Five\yearallater; though,·,:to:J .. satisf'y" the: increasing 
demands of a g:vowing family·, he became a teacher at Pinkerton 
Academy in Derry.; .1 So•: aucc.eaaful was he·; in: thia:::profeaaion 
;"~~ , ~~~.. e;.:···e·.;} ~~:X'r ~:~J:.t~-~ ; ·-::··~ 
(in spite ofthis original~ methode) ,that,:he,was·::aaked: to ·teach 
English and psychology at 'the:· New·:·Hampahire · State. Normal School 
·e"<,,' r.~~~~·· ~;·(f.t:3'~; ~- ~ ·.~' ~'t.:~t:· {', t ;,, ~,.:;--
at Plymo':lth.-:: . ~ere·, .. to~·'' e~couraged~:b;y: an~~~ occ~.S.~ona7, acceptance 
he continued .. to .. find. time· to .. write:·in spite of:. the demands. of., ' 
hie ec.hool·work~ :t ·'' ,:-' ~-... ,:;·t, -,.. 
•' 
'"".:l ;. 
· : In . 1912,' however, and. s~t· :sail', for 
::t··"T.'f. i~.·: -~·_;, ... f.>~;"'.:) ;,'·.:.·,'i· ~;,: . 
England where ... he settled .. in, the .little town:of Beaconsfield;·; 
,:· ;,f · ","<' { ~-,.. :· • :--~ 1. ~:>~:·~, .: n .~· ,, , :. '\ . 
Buckinghamshire. · A revival· .. of: poetry, was. imminent. at; this. time 
. ~-f (~ ~ .'l ~\~: ~: . ~ ~:: • -~ ·:~, , . J:.' (: .... l"::r .• .i~· ~-~ .·~ 
in both England and America,·~.but. England,. was .. an eepeci~lly 
"c•'l'"' ~ • ,;,,,;.._~~~·.··•..,. '"- .,:').f·i(•'••c,<':_. "<.,""\i .. ~''f,.,.."k"··> 
etimulating.place roi· a·poet'.jto be.·':,,Q.uite;':b;v.·chance, Fros'l 
"" , :"1. 1~ -· ... \ r.~·:, -~:·Y_. .. - (-'· .. ,"; :.· --·· ·:·: .. ·.:· ::-....~· <(.-.. .. ~ ,," \ •• 
dropped in on one .. c:>f .'.the evening- sessions in Harold Munro 1 a 
\ :- ·"' . ~ :; . 
Poetry Book :Shop.: •· There:he. met Ezra Pound '\vho was· to.1 write the 
first review ~f ·'itA- ·B~; 1 ~:·Will;, ·,. ~~o.~t·; a 'rirs.t voi~e o? poetry·-'• 
. .t . ~ 
accepted and published .by David Nutt in l.913•.:: Subjective,::;-:~. 
personal,. lyrical. in quality;, theae.po~ms. were the. beat· .. o:f', . 
those writings '!fhich had:: recorded .. the development .. of. the poet' e 
socialahd.·intellectual growth over a period of twenty years. 
·In 1914,. David Nutt published,:"North· of ·Boston11,:· lees .· 
}- , ·,. - . ,, ·~ .. ~·-, .. '. . 
,,. ,. '.··~ ; :f 1•:::.':· :··:~~!.: !,-
lyric ahd more dramatic in manner, giving vivid portraits ot 
New England and ita people in Frost's own original way. As 
12 .... ' 
the~. books~.;wa·an small,;; Fro at. bough it 
',_ . 
. ~i terary:uear~inga·i l.'aH~re, he3found~;congeri1a1Ccompanions··:in his .. 
ne~ghbors;·~.t?Wil;redt~~i~aon.tGibson;· Lascellea.1.Abercromb1e;·t~Rupert 
·~·tJlim"Dorc,You:">rememberr:.:ther:·atill a-eri<evening:; :.":~, :Ll. 
· .·· ·~When in the cozy cream-washed living room. 
Of:·the~;Old'·,.Nailahop we all talked and laughed --
Our neighbors from the Gallows, Catherine 
·, 7'! d~i.n.r;And;:;Lascelles Abercrombie;• .. Rupert Brooke;, • 
v<. , .Eleano:tn.:, and Robert Frost, living awhile 
kJ!:~ot::iit~.~iii,IAtl~Li ttie~ Iddena ,· who 1 d brought ;'.over wi t!L them ~~.' . 
. • . .. ·· • Helen and Edward Thomas? In the lamplight 
·I~;;;:j,'\,::l~Wi~l$7.t .. We:·;talked<.ancl. ''laughed, Lbut• fo:i<the· most part listene 
... . While Robert Frost kept on and on and on 
\v~~~·~~In•.·his£·slow New:,England fashion; for~our delight,\ 
... , Holding us with shrewd turns and racy quips, 
;,:;p-;;:~?t~~:tlWo', tthAnd:;,theGrare,./twinkle Of: his grave blue· eyes • ' '· > 
We sat there in the lamplight while the day 
Di~d.fEfrorii·i:•.rose-latticed( casements'; :and. the·' plovers 
· . Called over the low meadows till the owls 
.· ~:;:.·it~tAnawered Lthem· i'rom the elms; we sat and talked -- · 
· .. , ... Now. a quick flash. from Abercrombie, now .. . . , 
· 'M.~a:r:A, murmured"~dry "half-heard •aside from ·ThomaS I' ' 
··, Now a clear laughing . word from Brooke, and then · 
..... ,.r.J'·v·•·"'~:~~H·AgaiiFFrost 1 a ·rich· and ripe :philosophy ' · ·· 
· . That had. the body and: tang of a good~ dr~ught-c1der 
l"'~l;u::tt'lt<:J. iAnd Fpourad: as clear ·a~ stream. · ' .. :._"...,·"· ' · ' · :, · 
. ·: ~ .. •· .... , . . • • · • . · .. ··. 1t. was in July . · ::.;;:t;~flJ'~{ t~f:t~QfC:iiineteen~fourteen·ithat we eat and talked• ·1 
·· ... Then August b!:ought the war, and scattered ~e."~ 
· l"·~tt~:.n:t~it t, .. ;;,\ t..;.~~ .~tt~t tl).?:'iJ:l. ::~ •• · • · . · .. ·~ • . '' 
' • >- ... ' ' '~ ··~: ' ,, '\'" • 
completa.,·recogldtion. of his works had preceded him.. Amy 
~t·• .. ; q •• , ··~'t1 
\'l.:i ~~j~$ t .. t.,:;.. 
G1bsort; , Wilf.redi aon1 "The Monthly_, February,· 1926, PP• 204;..205 
Room,", Atlantic 
.· 
Lowell' s· review1 of~·,J'Nortli.'. of·~·Boston11,pin·~ .. the :.''New Rejlubl1.a:11 ·? of.: 
Februacy twentietlit~ad·>beert';'enthusi~stia:.;·.;x T~e ·''New'York.' Times'.' 
waa unusually.::a~rclial';·i~'-its c.omment:i~l~'Poetry .. burnau.p;out of. 
:it,'·' as,, when S;; fairit•i wina~.breath~~:; upon. ·~mouldering embers. n:l_, 
A.: little ·late:r,r Fdwaro;·Garnett:';was;; to;.rassert·his conviction 
""'" - - '~,' ...-'\' ---
that· "this poet·;· was'·'·destined/::to~,take· S;Lperma.rient place ill:. . .• ~· 
' "1'.-
, .. , 
r .. ~ .. ;:,. 1:; Since' .. ·l915;~1.thre·e:1 mor.e.;!books ~of·~ poems have appeared::· 
''Mountain'. Interv:al\'";'in·'l916:i~J~"New'.::Hampshire~'· in. 1923,· and. in:.:,· ' 
' •' 
.1928' uwest: Runriin'g;.·Brook".:::d·, FinalJ$:.~ in,:·l930~his ·"collected:·::··· 
' ', 
Poem~·~ were·: published•':; 1Ll Throughout thiS) period' it has. been: 
' apparent that no popular1.ty;1~as:·been able to force Frost to 
!'• 
publish in· haste.•·~:::~ Taking: his ·:ownYgood; time·; he. prefers .. to.:.·.· ·· 
- • . , '- ~ ~ ,•''-l ;-.., :; ' - ,· ' 
appear onlf~> at·~·:·hi·s~~;t bdst.e:·.'L~~·.«·t;l:i:f1>.·>~rJr)t~·)r _ ~-.-~~·-·;1!--y~. ti ~.-·- ,, \~- '··)-~ 
'Meanwhi·l~~·J.it::.is:··evident'·~·~too·~-:Lthat· formal edu.cation 
.,. . ' . .-~ .. ;.:,'-< ' . ,. ~ 
·rel1nguishes:- e:laim: .to him· with·; great': reluctance. ' He was •,· 
persuaded to teach\ 1n: Amh~rst' .College:.froiill 1916-1919, ·B.nd.·: 
again,:. after an interval, at Ann. Arbor from 1923-1925. In 
1925 he returned to the· University of Michigan to take~·an 
~~ , ~7;;; ~:': .... ~~~ :"~~<.~ ·~-:.,~\f1~ej,~~.1 ,:~~:~,r~·, '. · -~\ 
"idle professorship", orre.red·"'liiiiE'~:f'or Iir~. · In 1926, however, 
". . .... ·: . ., ;', .. ·;: .:.~tH~~"" ...... 
surrenderinS 'to:his urge to. return. to New England, Frost;· 
' . ,· ·.: .. ·' 
, 
1!.,~.·~:..e~~· 
_____ _;... __ -~ ;· .. ';., 
14 
resigned~ this positionyand.~t'ret.urned permanently ~~o ,,the .home. in 
'•' 
South,Shaftsbu~, .. Vermont, which he had. purchased in 1920. 
And there, with th~).exception :;p:C ,.eccasiona·l texcursions ·to the ·l 
. ' 
., ,, ~ 
lec.ture :plat:rorm.;~"he;:1s.!t;ree)~il:,o,':Jfol:low:lthe ~way. of, ;life he had 
/., 
,And. so. fromu;ithe :;,common:::l,lssociations : ..of every:: day life, 
' '',·,'< 
from .a working ,together. w1thta people .. :.whomL:he loves and under• 
stands. ·in a land.,_wh1ch)iS<a~partfoflih1EI:.,v.ery being, has come 
' ',,.. ,, ,. . 
· .. 
this knowledge· of,,New.:~Engl~ders. and ·;the1r,>so11. :·;.,Sustained aga 
by,.Emersorn, he builds ·his. own.poetic.:,·pat.t,em '1n.h:1s own door-
: 'i • " 
ya~cl • .'.~Come ·hither, ,youth, ancl.:learn hO\'l,J~the brook that 'flows·· 
at the bot tom ot:; y:_our :garden,:'· or; the., ~~rm:ei'. who plows the 
adJacent field, your father and mother, .your debts and credits, 
... : ; . . \·i~'tlt~v~ ·\-~\):t~~-~. r~ )~""~· ~r~::i~~>~:~:. ~. 't~ ;~. :.~ • 
and your we'JJ of habits :a:t;e ;,the•::'Very:.J·bes:t ..wJ>asis c.o~ poetry, and 
· / · }·lrJ7r:~l ~·~ ~r\~t(j~~~;~~% :·-~?j'X.~t f't~n,1r~~i~: ·~), t -. j :.> ;:_:L'"._r ~ . . 
the material whic~ ;you .. must;!,~rrork UP•.i .. , ::~n~~ur gi'eat. -:American 
pastoral poet reveals convi.D.cingly the ··life of those who dwell 
·l~.··,"·,:;·~~.~· ·"' :'• ·~,',; .. 1,;~.;·-T"~- '"<>).~"ZI><i:l;'~-\ ~ ··:, ';..,,., ~:·,j;;_,·,..,.:~ '·4;-it:W,"•t\"~., •' .. · ... ,,., ;,. ,I,;·· . 
close to the so1i· in N:e~ Engiaria.<i)rini~ri:L~ be~ause he is one 
rt , .... ·I 
-~·England, its .;;..;;;~= Selected Poems 
',.,of. Robert Fros~. 
··>. 
'His pictures of New England'life.are so clear and graphi 
;· "" ; , .,.~ .. . 11.· :·~·; .. "r -~. i:· -~~-.:.>·\: 1'1";·.~"~- \, .• /;·~·-.~:_,~ ..... ~ . " '. 
-- so true in ev~ry essential cietai~:.;tlia.t~:tha' 'images are 
----,-.-...;..-:-. . :". ' ~'':'~:t~J:.~:.~ ·;::'::?l:t~~~~~,~~)~~f:~., . ' <··? ~. 
. .. . .· .. 1 .Emerson;~ RS.lph··waid.o ,· T'lie ~Hear·t:'ai· Emer.son• s Journals 
edited by Bliss Perry, Houghton Mifflin. Company, The Riverside 
Press, Cambridge, an extraet dated July:l3th, 1849, p. 245 
>15 :f 
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c:loaked in:'' an"· actw1lity ·-which::finds etar~l1ng expression in a 
~~".~~,,.,J;:,.£i ~.rJ'.~ ~· .-..' :.·. ~- ·.,~.L .. ·~:.~ ;-.;. --··:.\.;-·~·.; '"" .. ' C· ., ~..;. 
quiet, neighborly; verse~ \:>f»; ~9 ·,:, 
The New England country-side comes to life in his words 
· +~~:..·"'L·:'l ;)D .... ~ .. :.. .:,:_,. ~~- i.:;:,.~.-1 ·:::."~i~. :;: ... :""';~~',:. :.~: .. ;.,; ::J :"· 
its tree e .. ;~, its birds, its fields, its flowers, its hill~ 
1'.'.;1·.( {Jt ? : .. ·.:·,. ;,~:.·1 ~ ,;:;.,44. ::.:.·-~ .,, ~c~~·;, : ...... ~.-··' :·.,_·::.'i~·',r·~ -·,:1,\ -:... ~;·, 
and highways. Pacing the seasons with Robert Frost, I am. 
reminded- of a·passage' which1!mziy:\explain his power. better- than 
any words of mine. 11It struck him that the seasons sometimes 
'.(.,,.~ .... :,. .1.·:< ,.. __ f c~~~·-r...... 5~ ··' ~~-~"·~.:~J .. :r,." .:.~~-~~ ..... · ~·· \:' .• ,~·' ,. 
gain by being brought into the house, just as they gain by 
. <. •• :· ~ .. '!f n})'i' ,:...:: ... ~:- ;:~ "-~~ ... ~- <It·._,_~ ~ ·:. ~;.--. 1<• -.L ... , ... "., ., .. 
being brought into painting, and into poetry. The hand, 
fastidious and bold-which selected 'and-placed:_.;. it was/that 
which made _the difference. In Nature there is no selection.•~l 
-- -
'"' .,.,,.-,'I' 
Accepting the invitation of a gracious host --
·- '1'"' ': 
.; ... ,_ 
"I 1 nr going out to clean the pasture spring; · .:>-
I! 11 only stop to- rake the leaves, away ,. , · :! , 
(And wait to watch the water clear, I may): 
I sh8. 1n 1 t be long. -- You come too. __ n 2 
;.~ ,?.'' ::4!{,<:-~~· ( .· > , .. ~ ', :· ~., <··' t' _, 
't ., ,• ' ..,~1-
',•1 - ••. <-. 
we ma~ follow Robert Frost through the early days of a New 
England ,spring -- raw, biting days 1n which a milder- season 
seemingly despairs of escape from the grasp of a rigorous 
winter,· reluctant to.-' relax 'its':.hoid: --:-·days when the· thaw 
,' ;:. 'i •. ;.. l ~' :,) 
winds --
:· .. , 
Cather, Wilia; The Professor's House, Alfred A. Knopf, 
New York, 1925, P•' 75 , . : · , ·· 
2 Frost, ·Robert,. Collected Poems of Robert Frost, Heney; 
Holt and Company, New York, 1930, Introductory poem, 11The 
Pasture''. ~: 
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"Gi.ve_the buried flower a dream; 
.Make the settled snow-bank. steam; 
Find· the brown beneath the white; nl · 
days when a dirty patch of old snow looks like a crumpled page 
·or print, 2 when mud-slushed roads sound ben.eath the f'eet anCl 
~~----~ wheels ~ve freshly siiaed the April mire. u3 
Wall mending by day, 4 evenings in the sugar orchard, 5 and ~ 
onery spring slowly giving way to summer, leaves field --
"Or highway where the slow wheel· pours the sand. n6 
Birches moulded by countless silver thaws are --
.. ___ ..;._ trailing their leaves on the ground 
Like girls on hands .. and knees that throw their hair 
Before them: over their heads to dry .in -the sun,'.~ 7 
and some whispering ~cythe8 has left a tuft of flowers9 1n 
greeting as we pass. 
~ Frost, 
3 Frost, 
4 Frost, Frost, 
5 Frost, 
6 Frost 
7 Frost: 
8
9 
Frost, 
Brost, 
ill_. J p. 
ill·' p. ill· J p. 
ill·' p. ~., p. 
ill·' p. ~., p. 
ill_.' p. 
.£.!1., p. 
i6 "To the Thawing Wind 11 13S, : "A Patch of Old Snow'' 
277, "Blue Butterfly Day": 
47, "Mending Wall" .. · : · 
289 r. ,_~'EVening in a. Sugar Orchard" 
5, Into My Own". 
152 "Bi he " ·.·. · , . ra s .. 
25, "Mowing'~ ~~-
31, ':'The Tuft of Flowers~· 
. '! 
With the golden days of autumn comes more leisure for 
the farmer-poet, more time to sing of languid, lazy days when 
drowsy nature awaits serenely the coming of death. 
"O hushed October morning mild, 
Thy leaves have ripened to the fall; 
Tomorrow's wind, ·if it be wild, 
Should waste them all. 
The crows above the forest call; 
Tomorrow they may form and go. 
0 hushed October morning mild, 
Begin the hours of this day slow. 
Make the day seem to us less brief. 
Hearts not averse to being beguiled, 
Beguile us in the way you know. 
Release one leaf at break of day; 
At noon release another leaf; 
One from our trees, one·far away. 
Retard the sun with gentle mist; 
Enchant the land with amethyst. 
Slow, slow! 
For the grapes' sake, it they were all, 
Whose leaves already are burnt with frost, 
Vfuoee clustered fruit must else be lost --
For the grapes sake along the wall.".l 
Later, the last brown leaf on the tree rattles softly to the 
ground, its precarious hold loosened by the stir of the Poet•s 
thought.2 After apple~pickin.g, 3 witCh-hazel and aste~ droop· 
and wither, 4 
11And the dead leaves lie huddled and still.••$ 
1 Frost, 
.21?.. ill.·, P• 40, "October" 2 Frost, 
.21?.. cit., p. 11, "A Late Walk" 3 Frost, 
.21?.· cit., P• 88, "After Apple•Pick1na" 4 Frost, ~· cit., P• 43, "Reluctance" · 5 Frost, of£., 43, "Reluctance'-' ' ££.• P• 
; 
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"At last 'the ~athered snow lets down as white 
As may be in dark woods, and with a song 
It shall not make again all winter long 
Of hissing on the yet uncovered ground,~ l 
·It is a lovely thing to watch a \Vood "fill up with snow112 in 
New Englan~, but later somewhat disturbing to find 
"· ••• The view was all in lines 
:straight up and down of tall slim trees 3 Too much alike to mark or name a place by", 
and one place so much like another that only home seemed real. 
Then comes that natural urge to stay indoors safe from the 
threatening forces without. 
"Now close the windows ·and hush all the fields; 
If the trees must, let them silently toss; 
No bird is singing now, and if there is, 
Be it my loss. 
It will be long ere the marshes resume, 
It will be long ere the earliest bird: 
So close the windows and hot·,·hear the wind, 
But see all wind-stirred.~.4 
Modified by the seasons yet e-ssentially unchanged, there 
appear in Fro-st 1 s poetry word pictures of sa.enes typical of the 
New· England! landsc.ape. Here we find etchings of- a sample 
village, a-glow in its cozy contentment. 
l Frost, 
.2.12. ill·' P• 278, nThe Onset"-2 Frost, 
.2.12. cit., P• 275, '.'stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Even ins; 
Frost, ~· cit., P• 126, iThe Wood-Pile". 4 Frost, 
.2.12. cit., P• 36, "Now Close the Windows" 
19 
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"'' 
11 I had for my winter evening w~lk --
:No one at all with whom to talk, 
But I had the cottages in a row 
Up to their shining eyes in snow."1 
Less happy yet quite as characteristic. is the forsaken cottage-
ttset welli back from the road in rank lodged grass, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The path was a vague parting in the grass 
That led us to a weathered window-sill." --2 
or the ruins of some lonely house --
''That vanished many a summer ago, 
And left no trace but the cellar walls, 
And a cellar in which the daylight falls, 
1tnd the purple-stemmed wild raspberries grow.~~ 3 
.Sometimes there is a fire-gutted shell where even the birds 
wear an air of regretful contentment. 
11The birds that came to it through the air 
·At broken windows flew out and in, 
Their murmur more like the sigh we sigh 
From too much dwelling on what has been. 
Yet for them the lilac. renewed its leaf 
And the aged elm, though touched with flre; 
And the dry pump flung up an awkward arm; 
And the :renee post carried a strand of wire. 
For them there was really nothing sad 
But though they rejoiced in the nest they kept, 
One had to be versed in country things 
Not to believe the phoebes wept." ~ 
~Frost,~· cit., p. 128, "Good Hours" 
Frost, .QE• cit., p. 74t\ 1,1The Black Cottage" 
' Frost, .QE• ill.·, P• 6, Ghost House" . 
fDost, ~· cit., P• 300, "The Need sf Being Versed 1n 
Country Things 11 
20 
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The straggling walla of rounded stones1 traverse hilly pasture 
land where --
11 
,.Blueberries as big as the end of your thumb, . 
:.Real sky-blue, and heavy, and ready to drum 2 In the cavernous pail of the first one to come!'" 
W~nding river roads often lead to the uplands where 
111 That thing takes all the room! 1 He moved his goad. 
- The mountain stood there to be pointed at. 
Pasture ran up the side a little way, 
And then there was a wall of trees with trunks; 
After that only tops of trees, and cliffs 
Imperfectly concealed among the leaves. 
A dr,y ravine emer~ed from under boughs 
Into the pasture. 3 
The years pass in New England, but always 
11The mountain held the town as in a shadow", 4 
and the people are shaped by long association with their dour, 
rugged granite hills and rock-veined fields. This cold, 
unrelenting land has left its eternal impression upon Yankee 
character -- too firmly cast by tradition to melt easily into 
new f'onns: 
1 Frost, 
.QE• cit., p. 47, "Mending Wall" 2 Frost., 
.QE• cit., P• 78, "Blueberries"~ 3 Frost., 212.• ill·' P• 57, "The Mountain" 4 Frost, QlU ill·' P• 56, '.'The Mountain'! 
21 
"He j,e all pine and I am apple orchard, 
My apple trees will never get acrose 
And eat the cones under hie pines, I tell him:. 
He only says, 'Good fences make good neighbors.• 
. . . . . . .. . •· . •· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . .. . . . •· . •· . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • · • • . . . . . . . . . • I see him: there 
Bringing a stone grasped firmly by the top 
In each hand, like an old-stone savage armed. 
He moves in darkness as it seems to me, 
Not of woods only and the shade of trees. 
He will not go behind his father's saying, 
And he likes having thought of it so well . 
He says again, 1Good tences make:good neighbora.•"1 
Whimsically the poet tells his story of uBrown 1 s Descent112 
"Sometimes as an authority 
On motor-cars, I'm asked if I 
Should say our stock was petered out, 
And this is my sincere reply: 
Yankees are what they always were. n3 
Resentment flavors their pithy comments on any action which 
seems to threaten any change:~n the world they have known: 
· "Here come the line-gang pioneering by. 
They throw a forest down lese cut than broken. 
They plant dead trees f'or 11ving-;';.anq. the dead:: cn.cl 
They string together with a living thread." 4 
A bare living wrested hardily from barren fields is the 
only song the whispering scytheS can sing in this northern 
1 Frost, .2£• cit., pp •. 47-48, 11Mending Wall" 
2 Frost, .2£• cit., p. 173 . · 
3 Frost, .2E• cit., pp. 174-175, 11 Brown'e Descent.11 
4 Frost., .2£• cit., p. 178, "The Line-Gangu .' 
5 Frost, .Qit• .Q.!!..,p. 25, "Mowing" 
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land. The sturdy independence of the farmer looks for --
"· ••• no dream of the gift of idle hours 
Or easy gold at the hand of' fay or elf". 1 
Yet the town-bred farmer has to learn that --
u'The hand that knows his business won't be told 
To do work better or faster -- 111 2 
Knowing his land and its hills, he borrows some of their 
indominable qualities to combat his environment. 
1 
2 
3 
"Don 1t think Brown ever gave up hope 
Of' getting home again because 
He couldn't climb that slippery slope; 
Or ev.en thought of st~nding there 
Until the ~anuary thaw 
Should take the polish off the crust. 
He bowed with grace to natural law, 
And then went round it on his feet, 
After the manner of our stock; 
Not much concerned for those to whom 
At that particular time o 1 clock, 
It must have looked as if the course 
He steered was really straight away 
From that which he was headed for --
Not much concerned for them, I say; 
No more so than became a man --
And politician at odd seasona. 11 :5. 
Frost, .Q.E • ill·' P• 25, "Mowing'' Frost, .Q.E. ~., P• 91 . "The Code" Frost, 
.QJ2.· cit., P• 17S,. "Brown' s,Descent'.' 
. .• . 
-
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Wild mountains have bred men like the wir.y gang-boss in the 
log-Jam. 
1
_
1After he 1 d picked the lock and got it started, 
He dodged a log that lifted like an arm 
Against the sky to break his back for him, 
Then came in dancing, skipping, with his life 
Across the roar and chaQs, and the words 
We saw him say along the zig-zag journey 
Were doubtless as the wo~s we heard him say 
On coming nearer: 1 Wasn1 t she an i-deal 
Son-of-a-bitch? You bet she was an i-deal. 1 " 1 
With lessons learned from the soil, he wrestles with 
the soil -- often to lose at ~ast. For loneliness stalks the 
sparsely, settled hills and brings strangely terrifying company 
to the lonely soul. 
11All out of doors looked darkly .in at him 
Through the thin frost, almost in separate stars, 
That gathers on the pane in empty rooms. 
What kept his eyes from giving back the gaze 
Was the lamp tilted near them in his hand. 
What kept him from remembering the need 
That brought him to that creaking room was age. 
He stood with barrels round him -- at a loss 
And having scared the cellar under him, 
In clomping there, he scared it once again 
In clomping off; -- and scared the outer night, . 
Which has its sounds, familiar, like the roar. 
Of trees and crack of branches, common things, 
Buit nothing so like beating on a box. ·' · ·· 
A light he was to no one but himsel~ 
Where now he sat, concerned with he knew what, 
A quiet light, and then not even that. 
He consigned to the moon, such as she was, 
So late-arising, to the broken moon 
1 Frost,. 2E• ci-t., p. 210, 11New Hampshire" 
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As better than the sun in any case 
For such a charge, his snow upon the roof, 
Hi.s icicles along the wall to keep; 
And slept. The log that.shifted with a jolt 
Once in the stove, disturbed him and he shifted, 
And eased his heavy breathing, but still slept. 
One aged man -- one man -- can't fill a house, 
A farm, a country side, or if he can, 1 It's thus he does it of a winter night." 
"Where had I heard this wind before 
Change like this to a deeper roar? 
What would it take my standing there for, 
Holding open a restive door, 
Looking down hill to a frothy-shore? 
Summer was past and day was past. 
Sombre clouds in the west were massed. 
Out in the porch's sagging floor, 
Leaves ~ot up in a coil and hissed, 
Blindly struck at my knee and missed. 
Something sinister in the tone 
Told me my secret must be known: 
Word I was in the house alone 
Somehow must have gotten abroad, 
Word I was in my life alone, 2 Word I had no one left but God.~~-
Or again --
"one ought not to have to care 
· So much as you and I 
Care when the birds come round the house 
To seem to say good-bye; '~ ~ 
1 Frost, .2E• cit.; P• 135, "An Old Man's Winter Night" 
2 Frost, .2:2• cit., p. 31~, "Bereft" . ' 
3 Frost, ~· ill•, P• 160, '~The Hill Wife: Lonelines~: 
Her Wom11 
' 
" . 
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Yet --
'~I have wished a bird would fly away 
And not sing by my house all day; 
Have clapped my hands at him from the door 
Whenit seemed as if I could bear no more. 
The fault must partly have been in.me • 
. The bird was: not to blame for his luey-. 
And of course there must be something wrong 
In wanting to silence any song.~ 1 
And sometimes there is that fear which neither noise, 
nor sleep, nor light, nor love can dispel. 
"She had no saying dark enough 
For the dark pine that kept 
Forever trying the window-latch 
Of the room where they slept. 
The tireless but ineffectual hands 
That with every futile pass 
Made the great tree seem as a little bird 
Before the mystery of glass! · 
It never had been inside the room 
And only one .of the two 
Was afraid in an oft-repeated dream 
Of what the tree might do. '.~ 2 
But even a haunting fear seems kind in the light of a terrible 
certainty --
"I 'spose I've got to go the road I'm goin~: 
:other folks have to, and why shouldn't I?_ 3 
1 Frost, 
2 Frostt\ 
Repeated Dream. 
3 Frost, 
.e.E• cit., P• 316, "A Minor Bird" 
£E. ill_. , p. 161 , "The Hill Wife" : "The Oft-
~· cit. , p. 86, ~'A Servant to Servants 11 
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In "Home Burial",1 two inarticulate souls find no 
common language to share a mutual grief, and lovers are 
strangers for want of a word. The bewildered ghost of a grim 
memory haunts a mountain home in "The Witch of Co8s", 2 while 
a gentle, mute people fill the 11Ghost House"3 with tenderness 
and warmth. Surely, the mysterious winds of the lonely 
uplands play strange and awful melodies on the worn, taut 
soul-strings of a sensitive, intelligent race. 
But the granite fields breed granite souls as well --
souls that no environment could conquer; and there are joy and 
peace, strength and inexpressible tenderness, humorous toler-
ance and whimsical patronage, earthy realism and star-flung 
idealism to be found in the New Englander of Robert Frost. The 
Yankee farmer is no product of a decadent civilization; he is 
rather the testimonial of a finished state ~- a completed 
thing. Content with what he has always known, he asks help 
from no one, but works and dreams and worships at will in-the 
land that has shaped him. "The Death of the Hi-r.ed Man"4 is 
deep with tenderness and rich with a philosophy based upon 
rugged common sense and a vibrant sensitiveness that could 
laugh psycho-analysis to scorn. 
~ Frost, Em• cit., P• 69 2 
3 Frost, .QE• cit., p. 247 
4 Frost, .2.2· cit., P• 6 Frost, ,£E• ~., p. 49 
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" • • • • • • • . • • She put out her hand 
Among the harp-like morning-glory strings, 
Taut with the dew from garden bed to eaves, 
As if she played unheard some tenderness 
That wrought on him beside her in the night. 
1 Warren,' she said, 'he has come hmme to die: 
You needn 1 t be afraid he' 11 leave you this time.·' 
'Home is the place, where, when you have to go there,· 
They have to take you in.' 
'I should have called it 
Something you somehow haven't to deserve.' 1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. 
'I can't think Siever hurt anyone.' 
'No, but he hurt my heart the way he lay 
And rolled his old head on that sharp-edged chair~bad~ 
He wouldn't let me put him on the lounge. 
You must go in and see what you can do. 
I made the bed up for him there tonight. 
You'll be surprised at him-- how much he's broken. 
His working days are done; I'm sure of it.' 
1 I 1d not be in a hurry to say that.' 
'I haven't been. Go, look, see for yourself. 
But, Warren, please remember how it is: 
He's come to help you ditch the meadow. 
He has a plan. You mustn't laugh at him. 
He may not apeak of it , and then he may • 1 ~· 2 
1 Frost, .Q.E• cit., PP• 52-53, 11The Death of the Hired 
2 
Frost, ..£I>· ~., p. 54, 11The Death of the Hired Man11 
~· 'V······ . .,---l 
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The same qualities are apparent in "The Exposed Nest". 1 
"We saw the risk we took in doing good, 
But dared not spare to do the best we could 
Though harm should come of it; so built the screen 
You had begun, and gave them back their shade. 
All this to prove we cared. 11 1 · ' 
Idealism, a roguish shrewdness, and a broad tolerance 
run rampant in "The Star-Splitter". 2 Burning houses to bey;· 
' 
telescopes may not be quite the orthodo% thing to do, bu~ --. 
11If one by one we counted peovle out 
:For the least sin, it wouldn t take us lon§ 
To get so we had no one left to live with. 
Matter-of-factly, too, and with a somewhat impatient regre~ 
for wasted emotion, hero-worship and groundless fears are 
dismissed in the closing lines of "Snow".4 Suddenly freed 
an intense anxiety, the Coles stand a bit shame-faced at from 
the thought of their emotional outburst -- chided, as it were, 
bY the serene indifference of their granite hills. 
u•The whole t9-do seems to have been for nothing 
w.nat spoilt our night was to him just his fun. 
V{hat did he come in for? -- To talk and visit? 
Thought he'd just call to tell us it was snowing. 
If he thinks he is going to make our house 
A half-way coffee house 'twixt town and nowhere --• 
-------------l :rrrost, op. cit., P• 136, 11The Exposed Nest" 
2 :rrrost, op. crt., P• 218 
:; :rrrost, 15l5·. nr., p • 219, 11The Star-Splitter" 
4 Frost, .£E• cit., P• 180 
) 
'I thought: you'd feel' you'd been too much concerned.' 
.. 'You .think you haven't been concerned yourself.' 
,: :. ' - ' :· ' ' 
'If you meari hewas inconsiderate 
.To· rout us out to think for him at midnight 
And then take our advice no more than. nothing,_ 
Why I agree with yop. •. But let,' s forgive him • 
. We've had a share in one night .. or his life. 
· .What 1 11 you bet he ever calls again?' '"'• l 
· Quite often, too, joy and peace walk the village streets with. · 
Robert Frost, 2 lov~ and--beauty greet him in the simplest farii1-
hous~,3 and friendshi~ hails him from the highway.4 
11When a friend calls to me from the road 
·And slows his horse to a meaning .walk, 
I. don't stand still and look around 
On all the hills I haven't hoed, .. . 
And shout from where I am, 'What is it?' 
No not. as there is a time to talk, 
I thrust my hoe in the mellow ground, 
Blade-.end up a.nd five feet tall, 
And plod: I go up to the stone wall 
For a friendly visit•" 4 
And always there is nature to teach contentment if.one will 
listen. 
' ' 11 When the spent sun throws upits rays on cloud 
And goes down burning into the gulf below, 
No voice in nature is heard to cry aloud · 
At what has happened. Birds, at least, must know 
It is the change to darkness .in the sky. 
,,· ' 
,. 
l Frost on cit pp. 193.-194, "Snow" 2 ,, ~· _., 
-x host, £E• ill•, p. 128, "Good.Hours"-
4~ Frost, .2£• .£.!1•, p. 117, ~'The Self-Seeker" Frost, .21!• ill·, p. 156, '·'A Time to Talkn .· 
~ 
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Murmuring something quiet in her breast, 
One bird begins to close a faded eye; 
Or overtaken too far from his nest, 
Hurrying :}.ow above the grove, some waif 
Swoops just in time to his remembered tree. 
At most he thinks or twitters softly, 'Safe! 
Now let the night be dark for all of me. 
Let the night be too dark for me to see 
Into the future, Let what will be, be. • ~·1 
What the poet's eye has seen, what his heart has felt, 
his'ear has heard, for in Frost's poetry is found the native. 
speech of New England with its peculiar flavor of eadence and 
tone. Here are no exaggerated niceties of speech, no artificial 
strivings for effect -- simply the folk language of a people 
as they go ~bout their every day tasks. Dry, whimsical Yankee 
wit, abrupt turnings of thought characterized by penetrating 
shrewdness, a minimum of words packed ~ith a maximun of emotion, 
' 
a highly developed sense of feeling for the right, word used in 
the right place -- all these are to be found in the quiet, 
conversational talk of his poetry. 
11 
'You know Orion always comes up sideways. 
Throwing a leg up over our fence of mountains, 
And rising on his hands, he looks in on me 
Busy outdoors by lantern-light v1i th something 
I shou:}.d have done by daylight, and indeed, 
After the ground is frozen, I should have done 
Before it froze, and a gust flings a handful 
Of waste leaves at my smoky lantern chimney 
To make fun of my wa1 of doing things, 
Or else fun of Orion s having caught me. 
1 Frost, .£E• cit., p. 313, "Acceptance" 
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·' -:.-~.'·.,.·:!;;·Kas·a man, I sho.uld like to ask, no rights 
. ·.··, '.:· ~v, ·These f"orces are obliged to pay respect t.o? 1 
r., .. ,.;,~·h}i.;f' . y~;;J:~~:so ·Brad McLaughlin mingled reckless talk ~ 
· •,.J:::rXT'}<}i';,f~)>Of heavenly stars with hugger-mugger farm.ing; · ... 
: :.·c:.\:·::;.~:·: .. ~:~::iit;:,Till having failed at hugger-mugger farming,- . 
'<.:',,'•::''~ 1 ;,;,:P(::'He ·burned his house down for the fire insurance 
·.:·:;::.I. (''::·;::;; .And spent· the proceeds on a telescope · . . . 
: · · :To satisfy a life-long curiosity. · · 
, . ··· .. About our place:·among the infinities. 111 
.~' ·:,';_t;:~,'':'i~.~:~t_~,.·~:_::._'.l.'i ·, .t • ' ' • 
' \ ·. ', ;,, ,. ;: ' ~ 
_ So .real~ ana'" 1ramiliar: are the expressions, that the native New 
. Englander. i~.:·iikeiy to wonder at. the music hidden in words he· 
,' ,, ; ; ... ''. ., "' ', [ '-: ~} ' ., 
· has used 'so: carelessly all his· l-ife. '.For the verse is beautifu 
some exqUisitely simple, strong thing is .beautiful .• ! 
I >\;y\ ,, ' ' 
· : :}1Part ·of· a moon was f'alling ··down the west, 
~ .. ~:-Dragging the whole· sk)t with it to the hills • 
. . ;.. ;,Its. light poured softly in. her lap. She saw it 
:,',·And spread her. apron to it •.. She put out her. hand 
; \:: Among the harp-like morning glory strings, 
.}''Taut Yltth the dew from· garden·. bed to eaves, · 
: :i~ , As if she played- unheard some .. tenderness . a ·. 
,_., That· wrought on. him. beside her. in the night. · 
':~· ... · .. ~ ... . . . . . . . . . . . ,.', .... •· . ' ····-. . . . . 
' : . 'I 1 11 sit and see if that small sailing cloud · 
·· · .>Will hit or misa the moon• 1 
'l .. • . ' 
'I'·' 
.. . _ . It hit the moon 
· Then there were three there, making a dim: row· 
.The-__ moon, the little silver cloud, and she.~~- i 
~- ·. ','!':. 
., ',, '' NO.:matt~~' how highly charged .with·emot1on, the casual 
of the ~o~tfc. ~xpression never· offends • · A parade of · 
. feelizig has. always fallen under. _the stigma . of bad taste in the 
. i < ;' 
people~--- and Robert:Frost is too much of a 
:.); 
.\':'' 'r; . 
. - '~ . '' . P~- · 218, "Th~ Star Splitter'' · .· · · 
P• 52, "The Death of' the Hirecl Man"· 
·PP• 54-55, -~~The Death of the Hired~ 
,,;,'',· 
.. , .. 
... 
'I 
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individualist, to violate his own nature. Love, death, .fear, 
even stark tragedy o~ten find supreme expression in a handful 
~ J of quiet words: 
() 
" •••••••.•••••••••• 'This life? 
.Our sitting here by lantern-light together " 
Amid the wreckage of a former home? " 
You won't deny the lantern isn 1 t new. 
The stove is not, and yoQ are not to me, 
, Nor I to you. ' , 
1 'Perhaps you never were? ,t ul 
"Warren returned-- too soon, it seemed,to her, 
Slipped to her side, caught up her hand and waited.,,, 
'Warren?' she questioned. 
< 2 
'Dead, 1 was all he answered• u · 
"'It is-- or someone, else he's sent to watch.. 
And now's the time to have it out. with him 
While we know definitely where he is. 
Let him get ",off and he,1,ll be everywhere 
Around us, looking out. of trees and bushes, 
Till I aha 1-n 1 t dare to set a foot outdoors. 
And I can't stand it. Joel, let me go!'"· 3 
UBleas you, of course, you're keeping me from work, 
But the thing of it is, !,need to be kept. 
There's work enough to do-- thereTS always that; 
But behind's behind. The worst that you can do 
Is set me back a little more behind. 
I sha 1n 1 t catch up in this world, anyway.4 I'd r.ather you 1 d not go unless you must ._n 
1 Frost, .QE.• cit., p. 145, "In the Home Stretch"':,· ~ Frost, .2£• cr:t., P• 55,, "The Death of the Hir9d Man" 
Frost, .2E• cit., p. 113-114, "The Fear". · 
4 Frost, .2£~ ill•, P• 87, "A Servant· to Servants'.'.· , 
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And so .. the landscape" people, and tongue of this local world 
have found complete expression in a verse of their. own making. 
The Universal Implication in Selected Poems of Robert Frost •. 
But while New England strikes eye . and ear in the po.etry · 
of Robert Frost.,, mind and heart are often concerned with 
implications that·no special locality could claim: to·encompass. 
With no thought of· stooping to the sin of reading, meanings or 
fancied interpretations into the verse of Robert Frost, the 
reader must feel that an exceptionally keen insight .into a 
particular kind of life and an understanding of its spiritual 
values have often made the poet's simple statements of homely 
truths assume the character of universal utterances. 
·Many of these truths are concerned with man's relation to 
nature.·· 
In the farmer's simple observation --
"'Three foggy mornings and one rainy day 
Will rot the best birch fence a man can build 111 ~ 1 
one senses transitory man helpless in the grip of. the relentles 
forces of. eternal nature. Misgivings of a similar nature are 
expressed in "The Onset": 2 
I 
~Frost, £E• cit., p. 72, 11Home Burial" 
Frost., ~· ill·, p. 278 · 
34 
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nAlways the same, when on a t'ated night: 
.At last the gathered anow·lets down as white 
As may be in dark woods, and with a song 
·It shall not make again all winter long 
Ot' hissing on the yet uncovered ground, 
I almost stumble looking up and round, 
As one who overtaken by the end 
Gives up hie errand, and· lets death descend 
Upon him where he is, with nothing done 
To evil, no important triumph won, 
More than it' lit'e had never been begun.nl 
'.'storm Fear'' •-2 
'.'When the wind works against us in the dark, 
And pelts with snow 
The lower chamber window on the east, 
And whispers with a sort ot' stifled bark, 
The .beast 
1 Come out! Come out!' --
It costs no inward struggle not to go, 
. ' Ah, no. 
·I count our strength, 
Two and a child, 
Those of us not asleep subdued to mark . 
. How the cold creeps as the fires dies at length, 
How drifts piled, 
Dooryard and road ungraded, 
Till even the comforting barn grows t'ar away, 
And my heart owns a doubt 
Whether 1 ti a in u·a to arise with day 
And eave. ourselves unaided. 11 2 
.·More mild yet. just as inevitable is the march of nature 
in "The Birthplace113 when the mountain reclaims ita own: 
1 Frost, .2E• cit., p. 278 11The Onset" 
2 Frost, 2E.· cit., p. 13, '"storm Fear~n 
3 Frost; E.E• cit., p. 339, ."The Birthplace" 
' .. : ' .•. ,., 
. ' ' 
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"Here furthe~ up the mountain slope 
.. Than there was ever any hope · 
My father built, enclosed a spring, 
Strung chains of wall round everything, 
Subdued the growth of earth to grass, 
And brought our various lives to pass •. 
A'dozen girls and boys we were. 
The mountain seemed to like the stir, 
And made of us a little while --
With always something in her smile. 
. To'day she wouldn 1 t know our name. 
. , · (No girl' s, of course, has stayed the same.) 
The mountain pushed us off her knees. 
And now her lap is full of trees." l 
Or in the Far-away Meadow when the last mowing's done--
·u It 1 s no more men I 1m afraid of; 
The meadow is done .. with the tame. 
The place· for the momen~ is ours 
For you, oh tumultous flowers 
To go to waste and ~o wild in1 All shapes and colors of flowers, 
I needn 1 t call you by name. 11 2 
Again, birch bougna for pea brush --
'.' • • .• · • might be good for garden things 
· To o~rl a little finger round, 
The same as you seize cat' a-cradle strings,. 
And lift themselves up off the ground. 
Small good to anything growing wild, 
They were crooking many a trillium 
That had budded before the boughs were piled ~ 
And since it was coming up had to come.'' . · 
1
2. Frost, .QE• ill·, p. 339, "The Birthplace" 
3 Frost, .2E,• ill•, p. 338, '.'The Last Mowirig
11 
Frost, .2£· ill·, p. 154, '.'Pea Brush". 
i ,~; ~' 
\' '.\ 
() 
nature as it passes on its·inevitable way 
is contrasted with th~ 'hectic ways of men in "On Looking Up ;sy· 
Chance_at ~h~· Co~eteiiatione"-, 1 
··.·' ,, 
,,II• 
... 
. , 
,. "You'll wait a long, long time for anything much 
To.·happen· in heaven beyond the floats_ of cloud · 
And the.·. Northern Lights that run like tingling nerve 
' ~ '· .. ' . ' . . ' , '. , . ' 
. . ... . . . . ·•···. . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . \ . ', . ' '. . . . 
-····-:'"·Vfe"may·· ae·"Wel·l go patient·ly on with our life; 
And look elsewhere than· to stare and moon and sun : 
i.For·the shocks and changes we need to keep us sane. 
· It ·is true the longest drouth will end in rain, . 
The longest peace in· China will end in strife. 
Still it wouldn't reward.the watcher to stay,awake 
In hopes of seeing the calm of heaven break· 
· On his particular time and personal sight . · : · . 
That calm seems certainly'eafe to last tonight." 1 
.·"Mending Wal1 112 with its casual reflection 
' .. 'l 
"Before I built a wall I 1d ask to know· 
'What I wa& walling in or walling out, 
And to whom I was like to give of'fense 11 ,3 
suggest the wasted effort involved in countless humanunder-
takings, ·ineffectual always because of' their. violation of a 
natural law •.. A whimsical ech() of this .same thought finds ,_. 
expression· in 11A Hiii'aide Thaw'':. ~-4 -
the 
"To thhut to know the c~untry and not know 
. The hillside on the day the. sun lets go .. , 
Ten million silver_lizards out of snow~. 
· · 1 Frost, .21!~ cit., 
Constellations". -
2 Frost, ~: ill..•; 
3 Frost, op. cit., 
4 Frost, £E· ~·, 
p. 346, "on Looking ·up By Chance at -c. 
P• 47 :·. 
P• 48 ,._ "Mending Wall 11 ·. 
P• 293, ·"A Hillside Thaw~• 
I . , I ~----·----~-... l I .. ·. . . ' I 
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As often as I've seen it done before 
I can't pretend to tell the way it's done. 
It looks as if some magic of the· sun 
Lifted the rug that bred .them .on the floor 
And the light breaking on· them made them run. 
But if I thought to stop the wet stampede, · 
And -caught one silver lizard by the .tail,· 
And put my foot on one without.avail, 
And threw myself wet-elbowed and wet-kneed 
In front of twenty others' wriggling speed, 
In the confusion of them all aglitter, · 
And birds that joined in the excited fun 
By doubling and redoubling song and twitter, 
I have no doubt I 1 d end by holding none.~~ l 
' ' 
And in the questioning "Reluctance112, the poet.wonders .at man's 
eternal revolt against the inevitable: 
"Ah, when to the heart of man . 
Was it ever less than· a treason .. 
To go with the drift of things, 
To yield with a grace to reason, 
Arid bow and accept the end 
2 Of a love or a season?" 
;new 
To nature, too, man goes in gratitude to seek in each 
spring the symbol of eternal life. 
.. 
"Yet all the precedent is on my side: 
I know that winter death has never tried 
The earth but it has failed: the snow.may heap 
In long storms an undrifted four feet deep 
As measured against maple, birch and oak, . 
It cannot check the peeper's silver croak; .. 
And I shall see the snow all go down hill 
In water of a slender April rill · . · .· 
That flashes tail through last. year's withered .brake 
1 Frost, .2.E• ill.•, p. 293, ·"A Hillside Thaw" 
2 Frost, op. ill·, p. 43, "Reluctance•,•., 
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And dead weeds, like a disappearing snake. 
Nothing will be left white but here a birch, 
And .there a clump of houses with a church.". 1 
Yet life must die to live again is the yearly story-or 
the leaves: 
"The same leaves over and over againt 
The fall from giving shade above 
To make one texture of faded brown 
And fit the earth like a leather glove. 
Before the leaves can mount again 
To fill the trees with another shade, 
They must go down past things coming up, 
They must go down into the dark decayed. 
They must be pierced by flowers and put 
Beneath the feet of dancing flowers. 
However it is in some other world 
I know that this is the way in ours. 112 
And hearing, man may state confidently 
11 But this we know, the obstacle that checked 
And tripped the body, shot the spirit on 
Further than target ever showed or shone."3 
Still other poems reveal man in his reactions to life. 
The eternal longing of man to return to the source of 
things is suggested in "west-running Brook":4 
1 Frost, 278, "The Onset" 2 .QE• cit., P• Frost, 
.Q.E• cit., P• 37, 11In Hardwood Groves" 3 Frost, op. err;.' P• 332, . ~'A Soldier" 4 Frost, ~· cit., P• 327 
v ~.· "'··. 
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111 It. has this throwing backward on itself' 
.. So that. the fall of most of it is always 
Raising a little, sending up ~ little. 
Our life runs down in sending up the cloak •. 
The brook runs down in sending up our life. 
The sun runs down in sending up the brook. 
And there is something sending up the sun. 
It is this backward motion toward the source, 
Against the stream, that most we see ourselves in, 
The tribute of the current to'the source. 
It is from.this in nature we are from. 
It is most us.'" 1 
And again in' "On a Tree Fallen Across the Road 11 __ 2 
"And yet she knows obstruction is in vain: 
'a will not be put off the final goal 
We have it hidden in us to attain, 
Not though we have to seize earth by the pole 
And, tired of aimless circling in one place, 
Steer straight off after something into space."2 
Though weariness tinges the poet's vision of endless search 
in '.'Misgiving" __ 3 
"I only hope that when I am free 
As they are free to go in quest 
Of' the knowledge beyond the bounds of life 
It may not seem better to me to rest.·~· 3 
On several separate occasions, Frost find words to 
suggest the inexplicable mystery of life. 
pursues a wayward course -- seeking something, ·he kno~s.not 
what --
1 Frost, E.E· ~-·, P· 329, "West-running Brook" 
2 Frost, E_E• .£.!!.•, P• 296, 11 0n a Tree Fallen Across the 
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"What is this talked-of mystery of birth 
:But being mounted bareback on the earth? 
We can just see the infant up astride, 
His small fist buried in the bushy hide. 
There is our wildest mount -- a headless horse. 
But though it runs unbridled off its course; 
And all our blandishments would seem defied, 
yfe have ideas yet that we haven't tried." ~ ·. 
[n "The Armful 11 , 2 an armful of bundles becomes an armful of 
I 
life to be held somehow --
"For every parcel I stoop down to seize 
-I lose some other off my arms and knees, . · 
And the whole pile is slipping, bottles, buns, 
Extremes too hard to comprehend at once, 
Yet nothing I should care to leave behind. 
Vlith all I have to hold with, hand and mind 
And heart, if need be, I will do my best 
To keep their building balanced at my breast. 
I crouch down to prevent them as they fall; 
Then sit down in the middle of them all. 
I had to drop the armful in the road __ 
And try to stack them in a better load.~ 2 
"' 
rnd how awful that fearful clinging to things of tl- because one does not understand-- is clearly 
·•wild Grapes": 3 
life may become 
suggested. in · · 
"I had not taken the first step in knowledge; 
I had not learned to let go with the hands, 
As still I have not learned to with the heart; 
And have no wish to with the heart -- nor need, 
That I can see. The mind -- is not the heart. 
~ Frost, .2.E• cit., p. 345, "Riders" 
Frost, .2.E• C"'t., p. 343, ''The Armful" 
3 Frost, 2£• cit., p. 240 
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• • ~~ J I may yet live, as I know others~live, 
To wish in ~ain, to let go with the mind 
Of cares, at night to sleep; but nothing tells me 
That I need learn to let go with the heart." 1 
"Gathering Leaves'', 2 however, catches the poet in a lighter 
mood, and the harvester's chagrin at the doubtful value of his 
abundant crop is touched with a quiet humor: 
11 Next to nothing for weight 
And. since they grew duller 
From contact with earth, 
Next to nothing for color. 
Next. to nothing for use 
But. a crop is a crop, 
And who's to say where 
The harvest shall stop?" 2 
The poet looks on life, again, in "The Grindstone"3 
. 
and 11Birches". 4 Father Time, riding the grindstone, gives the 
whetter no share in setting the rhythm of life, but the 
swinger of birches finds a happier solution: 
"So was I once myself a swinger of birches 
And so I dream of going back to be. 
It's when I'm weary of considerations, / 
And life is too much like a pathless wood 
vl.here your face burns and tickles with the 
Broken across it, and one eye is weeping 
From a twig's'having lashed across it open. 
cobwebs 
1 Frost, 2£• cit., P• 243, "Wild Grapes" 
2 Frost, 2£• ill•, P• 290, "Gathering Leaves" 
3 Frost, £E• £!1., P• 232 
4 Frost, 2£• cit., P• 152-
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I 1d like to get away from earth awhile 
And then come back to it and begin over. 
May no fate willfully misunderstand me 
And ha~f grant what I wish and snatch m.e away .. ·· 
Not to return. Earth's the right place for love: 
I don 1 t know where it's likely to go better. 
I'd like to go by climbing a birch tree,. 
And climb branches up a snov~hite trunk 
Toward heaven, till the tree could bear no more, 
But dipped its top and set me dovm again. 
That would be good both going and coming back. 1 one could do worse than be a swinger of birches.'.'. 
A third portion of Frost's universal implications deal with 
man's relations to other men. 
The essential aloneness of living, finding expression in 
. 2 
"An Old Man's Winter Night" has universal significance: 
11 0ne aged man -- one man -- can't fill a house, 
A farm, a countryside, or if he can, 2 It's thus he does it of a winter night. 11 
The rutile groping of two tortured souls, trying desperately 
to break down the barrier of personality between them and thus 
their capac1 ty to share is the theme of '_'Home Burial 1~. 3 
restore 
'"MY words are nearly always an offence. 
· r don't know how to speak of anything 
so as to please you. But I might be taught 
l should suppose. I can't say I see how. · 
A man must partly give up being a man ··· 
with women-folk. We could have some arrangement 
BY which I'd bind myself to keep hands off · 
AnYthing special you 1 re a.;;mind to name. . 
--------l rrost' .2E• cit.' P• 153' 11Birches n 
2 rrost, op • cit •, p • 135, ~ Old Man 1 s Winter Night~~ 
:; trost, .2E• cit., P• 69 . 
( 
Though I don't like such things 'twixt those that 
love. 
44 
Two that don't love van't live together without them. 
But two that do can't live together with them.u l II 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'You couldn't care! The nearest friends can go 
With anyone to death, comes so far short. 
They might as well not try to go at all. 
No, from the time when one is sick to death, 
One is alone, and he dies mor~ alone. 
Friends make pretence of following to the grave, 
But before one is in it, their minds are turned 
And making the best of their way back to life 
And living people, and things they understand. 
But the world's evil. I won't have grief so 
If I can change it. Oh, I won't, I won't! 2 
But revolt like this against the inevitable is futile --
u • • • • • • • • • And they, since they 
Were not the one dead, turned to their affairs." 3 
Yet spiritual companionship may be found anywhere, at any 
time, in little things -- no matter how removed -- a tuft of 
flowers, perhaps, safe from a reaper's scythe. 
11 The butterfly and I had lit upon, 
Nevertheless, a message from the dawn, 
That made m.e hear the wakening birds around, 
And hear his long scythe whispering to the ground, 
And feel a spinit kindred to my own; 
So that henceforth I worked no more alone; 
1 Frost, .QE• ill•, PP• 70-71, ••Home Burial" 
2 Frost, .QE• cit., P• 72 "Home Burial" 
3 Frost, QJLo cit., p. 172: "'Out, Out-- '" 
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But glad with him, I worked as with his aid, 
And weary, sought at noon with him the shade; 
And dreaming, as it were, held brotherly speech 
With one whose thought I had not hoped to reach. 
'Men work together,' I told him from the heart, 
1 Whether they work together or apart. 1 11 1 
The part a man's work plays in his life the world over 
!i 
II jj 
!i 
il is clearly evidenced in Frost 1 s verse. Sometimes it is the 
:I 
lr thought of a load of hay, well built, or an underground spring 
I> 
'I 
II searched out with prong of hazelwood (something else for you) 
!i 
/I: 
ij which becomes the ultimate means of preserving a self-respect, 
:f 
i• the only distinction between a humble victory and overwhelming 
!I I, . 
!i defeat. 
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"'Well, those days trouble Silas like a dream. 
You wouldn't think they would. How some things 
linger! 
Harold's young college boy's assurance piqued him. 
after so many years he still keeps finding 
Good arguments he sees he might have used. 
I sympathize. I know just how it feels 
To think of the right thing to say too late. 
Harold's associated in his mind with Latin. 
He asked me what I thought of Harold's saying 
He studied Latin like the violin 
Because he liked it -- that an argument! 
He said he couldn't make the boy believe 
He could find water with a hazel prong --
VIhich showed how much good school had ever done him. 
He.wanted to go over that. But most of all 
He thinks if he could have another chance 
To teach him how to build a load of hay --' 
1 
.B'l"O st, _£E. cit. , p. 32, '1The Tuft of Flowers ·• 
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'I know, that's Silas' one accomplishment. 
He bundles ever,y forkful in its place, 
Jtnd tags and numbers it for future reference, 
So he can find and easily dislodge it 
In the unloading. Silas does that well. 
He takes it out in bunches like big birds' nests. 
You never see him standing on the hay 
He's trying to lift, straining to lift himself.' 
1 He thinks if he could teach him that, he'd be 
Some good perhaps to someone in the world. 
He hates to see a boy the fool of books. 
Poor Silas, so concerned for other folk, 
And nothing to look backward to with pride, 
And nothing to look forward to with hope, 
so now and never any different~'" 1 
Sometimes it is the joy that lies in knowing and appreciating 
materials, the feeling for an inanimate object that accompanies 
ian understanding of the process by which the perfect thing has 
come into being: 
Man" 
11 Needlessly soon he had his axe-helves out, 
A quiverful to choose from, since he wished me 
To have the best he had, or had to spare --
Not for me to ask which, when what he took 
Had beauties he had to point me out at length 
To insure their not being wasted on me. 
He liked to have it slender as a whipstock, 
Free from the least knot, equal to the strain 
Of bending like a sword across the knee. 
He showed me that the lines of a good helve 
Were native to the grain before the knife 
Expressed them, and its curves were no false curves 
Put on it from without. And there its strength lay 
For the hard work. He chafed its long white body 
From end to end with his rough hand shut round it. 
He tried it at the eye-hole in the axe-head. 
1 Frost, op. cit., PP• 51-52, 11The Death of the Hired 
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1 Hahn, hahn ' 
down. r 
he mused, 'Don't need much taking 
Bantiste knew how to make a short 
For love of it, and yet not waste 
job long 
time either."1 
11The hand that knows his business won't be told 
To do work better or faster -- 11 2 
[:For he knows that --
I 
II 
11 
jl "Pressed into service means pressed out of shape.":;· 
:I 
!;The ways of man, also reveal themselves to the poet 1 s mind in 
!! [ja rotting 'vood-pile. 
I> 
'i II 
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" • • • • • • • • • • I thought that only 
Someone who lived in turning to fresh tasks 
Could so forget his handiwork on which 
He spent himself, the labour of his axe, 
And leave it there rar from a useful fireplace 
To warm the frozen swamp as best it could 
Yfi th the slow smokeless burning of decay .•14 
From these and other fragments of his works, it is 
:i 1evident that Robert Frost, in his observations of the relation-
ii 
'!ships of man to man and man to nature·-- as revealed by the 
~ l 
hife that he knows -- speaks for all life everywhere. Place 
lj 
I< 
1iand time are forgotten in the light of universal truth. Like 
:I 
!1his great predecessor, Emerson, he strove to express the self 
II 
,I 
i1,which only he was capable of expressing in a manner that was 
!; 
1 Frost, on. cit., P• 230, "The Axe-Helve" 
-2 Frost, op. cit., p. 91, "The Code" 
3 Frost, .QE• cit., p. 122 11The Self-Seeker" 
' 4 Frost, ~· cit., P• 127, "The Wood-Pile" 
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his alone. Criticized fpr the untaught methods which post-
poned his literary recognition for over twenty years, he chose 
to remain an original being, protesting,in words as true today 
as ever they were, his Yankee heritage: 
11They would not find me changed from him they knew --
Only more sure of all I thought was true." 1 
1 Frost,~· cit., p. 5, 11 Into My Own" 
Conclusion 
From a study of the preceding pages, I h6pe that you 
will be able to gather these few thoughts. First, rural New 
England of a later day, its farm-people and their speech, have 
found complete expression in the poetry of Robert Frost. Sec~ 
he shares the thoughts and feelings of these peasant-folk in 
their rocky upland country primarily because he is one or them. 
And last, because. of an absolute honesty of purpose to reveal 
accurately native qualities and local character in his own 
particular way, he has become a maker of verses that have 
1 
assumed universal significance. For after all, men everywhere 
are much like those who live on the patch of soil next door --
in whatever land that may be; and by being true to a specific 
people, Robert Frost has interpreted human experience in the 
large. 
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